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Abstract
Legal texts are often difficult to interpret, and people who interpret them need to make choices about the interpretation. To
improve transparency, the interpretation of a legal text can be made explicit by formalising it. However, creating formalised
representations of legal texts manually is quite labour-intensive. In this paper, we describe a method to extract structured
representations in the Flint language (van Doesburg and van Engers, 2019) from natural language. Automated extraction of
knowledge representation not only makes the interpretation and modelling efforts more efficient, it also contributes to reducing
inter-coder dependencies. The Flint language offers a formal model that enables the interpretation of legal text by describing
the norms in these texts as acts, facts and duties. To extract the components of a Flint representation, we use a rule-based
method and a transformer-based method. In the transformer-based method we fine-tune the last layer with annotated legal
texts. The results show that the transformed-based method (80% accuracy) outperforms the rule-based method (42% accuracy)
on the Dutch Aliens Act. This indicates that the transformer-based method is a promising approach of automatically extracting
Flint frames.
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1. Introduction
Imagine you are an interpreter of the law with the task
to determine if you could grant someone’s application
for a residence permit. To support your decision, you
might look for similar cases, and you may find out that
another application reviewer has made a different de-
cision on a similar case than the one you had in mind.
This difference may be for different reasons, includ-
ing a different interpretation of the normative texts that
were used to come to that decision. In this case, it
would be helpful to have an explicit formal represen-
tation of the interpretation of the relevant norms in or-
der to compare them and resolve interpretation con-
flicts. Flint (van Doesburg and van Engers, 2019) is a
knowledge representation (KR) language that allows us
to unambiguously express the meaning (interpretation)
of sources of norms. Possible sources for formalisation
are texts concerning the regulation of human behaviour,
including legislation, policy guidelines, contracts and
doctrine.
Expressing interpretations of sources of norms using
KR typically is a labour-intensive, manual task. How-
ever, doing this automatically using Natural Language
Processing (NLP) is challenging, as shown in previ-
ous studies (van Gog and van Engers, 2001; de Maat
and van Engers, 2003; Winkels et al., 2005; de Maat
et al., 2009). In these early attempts, the target KR
only allowed for a limited form of reasoning. The ap-
proach developed at the time sped up the manual labour
involved in creating computer-understandable knowl-
edge representations. However, the attempts targeted
one specific task, so the KR efforts were not optimally
used. Moreover, a more powerful KR has since been

developed: Flint (van Doesburg and van Engers, 2019).
Flint is aimed to be a more generic and less task-
dependent modeling language that can be used to ex-
press the interpretation of any source of norms. When
modeling in Flint, we include the perspectives of all
agent roles affected by the norms and focus on the ac-
tion part of norms. As a result, the KR can be used
in multiple task contexts using multiple forms of rea-
soning. We may, for instance, use the KR as a knowl-
edge base for multidisciplinary teams, as specification
for decision-support systems, to detect anomalies such
as conflicts in duties or missing powers to fulfill duties,
or to build eServices assisting citizens.
The work presented here builds upon previous work
that studies how and to what extent NLP can be used
to lighten the task of interpretation modeling. Specifi-
cally, we study how we can automatically extract Flint
frames, which are the building blocks of the Flint lan-
guage.1 In this paper, we compare two NLP approaches
to extract an interpretation from a Dutch legal text and
express it in Flint. The first approach is similar to
the approach by de Maat et al. (2009). We use part-
of-speech tagging and chunk tagging, and then allo-
cate chunks to the slots in a Flint frame using a set
of rules. A rule-based approach is used in many of
the earlier studies on automatic extraction of interpre-
tation of norms. In recent years, transformers have be-
come more prevalent in NLP, improving performance

1As there are often multiple possible interpretations of a
source text, the goal of the NLP system is not to find the one
true interpretation of a source. Rather, the goal is to suggest
one possible interpretation which might serve as a starting
point from which other interpretations deviate.
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on many tasks. Therefore, our second approach is a
transformer-based method. We fine-tune a transformer
model for a token classification task similar to semantic
role labelling, since the slots to be filled in a Flint frame
are similar to semantic roles. We fine-tune the model
with annotated legal texts, since to our best knowledge
there currently does not exist a Dutch language model
for semantic role labeling. We conducted an experi-
ment to qualitatively evaluate and quantitatively com-
pare the results of both approaches, i.e. these automat-
ically extracted Flint frames.

2. Related Work
In this section we first discuss earlier work that used
NLP to improve modeling of legal texts. The frame-
work we use in our method, Flint frames, will be dis-
cussed in section 2.2. Our goal is to automatically ex-
tract Flint frames, and we do this using the technique
semantic role labelling, which will be discussed in sec-
tion 2.3.

2.1. NLP for normative texts
Relevant work has been done on Italian legislation,
specifically on provisions. Francesconi (2006) divided
these provisions into two subclasses: amendments,
such as insertion and substitution, and rules, such as
definitions and obligations. In the Flint language def-
initions are typically represented as fact frames, while
obligations typically are expressed as duty frames.
Brighi et al. (2008) focused on amendments (also
called modificatory provisions, or normative modifica-
tions). Such amendments are instructions to the reader
expressing how a legal text has to be modified. They
used a frame for each type of modification, such as
deletion and substitution. To fill the frame, first they
used a rule-based parser named TUP to extract the
syntactic structure of sentences in dependency format.
Then, they selected sentences with specific verbs indi-
cating a specific provision, and filled the semantic slots
of a frame using a rule-based approach.
Spinosa et al. (2009) also focused on provisions that
specify a change to a legal text. Their goal was to auto-
matically extract metadata describing the changes, in-
cluding but not limited to the text to be changed and
the text that is to be inserted. The preprocessing, which
includes the detection of normative references in the
text that have to be modified, was done with xmLeges
tools (Agnoloni et al., 2007). They used AnIta NLP
tools (Tamburini, 2012) for their linguistic analysis of
the norms and to create the metadata describing the
changes to the norm.
Biagioli et al. (2005) worked on provisions, both
amendments as well as rules. Examples of rule provi-
sions are obligation, permission and prohibition. The
authors have created a provision automatic classifier
(multi-class SVM) that detects the type of provision.
They also proposed a provision argument extractor
which outputs the semantic tags of the text. For exam-
ple, an obligation has the arguments addressee, action

and third-party. To create these semantic tags, they first
performed a syntactic analysis which outputs part-of-
speech tags, chunk tags and dependencies. Using this
syntactic analysis, they did a rule-based semantic anal-
ysis to allocate the textual elements to the arguments of
the provision.

The work mentioned above is focused on Italian legis-
lation; NLP researchers have also worked on other lan-
guages, such as English and Dutch. Recent research on
English legal text has mainly focused on the transition
from semantic analysis to a more context-aware analy-
sis, often using transformer models such as BERT. El-
wany et al. (2019) and Chalkidis et al. (2020) for ex-
ample, experimented with BERT pre-trained and fine-
tuned on legal documents. They showed that a BERT
model trained on domain-specific legal text can outper-
form a general pre-trained BERT model. On the other
hand, Shaghaghian et al. (2020) explored different us-
ages of BERT in four main scenarios in legal document
reviewing. In their experiments they showed that on to-
ken level tasks, such as semantic role labelling, general
domain pre-trained BERT models work better. How-
ever, on sentence level tasks, such as text similarity or
rule navigation, customization of language models is
beneficial.
NLP research within the Dutch legal text domain has
mainly focused on syntactic and semantic analysis. van
Gog and van Engers (2001) proposed a tool OPAL
(Object-oriented Parsing and Analysis of Legislation)
to support the modeling of legislation. The goal of
OPAL is to model noun phrases and specific patterns in
legal sentences in Unified Modeling Language (UML)
and Object Constraint Language (OCL). OPAL con-
tains a grammar, parser, lexicon and category guesser,
all of which are rule-based. Using the inputs from these
components, a model is generated.
de Maat et al. (2009) aimed to describe formal inter-
pretations of Dutch law texts using OWL as knowledge
representation language. Specifically, the goal was to
extract norms, which have specific subtypes: obliga-
tions, rights, application provisions, penalisations, cal-
culations, delegations and publication provisions. The
preprocessing consists of parsing the text to extract sen-
tences from Dutch law texts, which was done using
the General Architecture for Text Engineering (GATE)
and the JAVA Annotations Pattern Engine (JAPE). To
create the norms, first, each sentence was classified to
one of the above norm types. To do this, a pattern
matcher and an SVM classifier were proposed. Sec-
ond, the sentences were parsed using Alpino, a depen-
dency parser for Dutch (Bouma et al., 2001). Third, the
frames were extracted using rules, such as the subject
is the agent of the action, the direct object is the pa-
tient of the action, and the indirect object is the recip-
ient of the action. Finally, the frames were translated
to an OWL format. While OWL has certain advantages
over UML/OCL and, like any description logic, allows
for some automated reasoning, i.e. automatic classifi-
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cation, OWL also has some serious limitations (Hoek-
stra, 2009). These reasons amongst others motivated
us to look for a more expressive, task-independent KR
formalism that is easy to understand by both human as
well as computers, a quest that lead to the development
of a new KR formalism: Flint.

2.2. Flint Frames
Flint (van Doesburg and van Engers, 2019) is a frame-
work to represent sources of norms. It is a formal lan-
guage consisting of three types of frames that are used
to unambiguously express the interpretation of sources
of norms: acts, facts and duties.
An act frame describes the normative actions that can
be performed by an actor, if a certain precondition
holds, and when performed has an effect on the agent
bound by the action: the recipient. Act frames con-
tain an action, actor, object, recipient, precondition and
postcondition. The postcondition contains the result of
an action, which can be the creation or termination of
one or more facts or duties. An example of a simplified
act is given in Table 1. It is simplified in the sense that
only one precondition is given instead of the complete
set of preconditions. The complete act frame can be
found in the Appendix.
A duty frame describe acts that ought to be performed
in the future or, in case of a violation, should have been
performed in the past. A duty frame contains a duty
holder and a claimant. It also has one or more creat-
ing acts that can create the duty, one or more enforcing
acts that can be used to enforce the satisfaction of the
duty in case the duty holder neglects his duty, and one
or more terminating (or satisfying) acts that effectively
terminate the duty.
A fact frame can be used to make detailed statements
on the precondition of an act. It contains a function,
which is either a Boolean that expresses the condition
that makes a fact true, or an arithmetic function.
In this paper, we focus on the creation of Flint act
frames. Several act frame components can be seen as
semantic roles: the actor, object and recipient are all se-
mantic roles of the action. Note that the reverse is not
true: if we obtain actors, objects and recipients from
a text, they are not necessarily part of an act frame.
As stated before, act frames describe not any action
but specific normative actions that have an effect in the
real world, such as granting an application. However,
we can obtain semantic roles of an action using seman-
tic role labelling, which is the focus of one of our ap-
proaches, and the subject of the next section.

2.3. Semantic Role Labelling
Semantic role labelling (SRL) refers to the process of
labelling chunks in a sentence with their semantic role,
indicating who did what to whom. In recent years, neu-
ral network models have shown to be effective for the
task of semantic role labelling. Several accounts show
the added value of enriching the model with syntactic
features (He et al., 2018a; He et al., 2018b; Strubell et

Figure 1: Architecture of the method

al., 2018). Recently, however, a BERT-based model
without additional features has been used to achieve
state-of-the-art performance on semantic role labelling
by fine-tuning BERT on an SRL task (Shi and Lin,
2019). This is in line with recent successes of BERT-
based approaches in NLP. The original BERT model
(Devlin et al., 2019) is trained on English, but a Dutch
model called BERTje is also available (de Vries et al.,
2019).

3. Method
We compared two NLP approaches - one based on the
Dutch literature discussed in 2 and one based on the
latest state of the art in SRL - to extract an interpre-
tation from a legal text and express it in Flint. Fig-
ure 1 shows the architecture behind both approaches.
First, law texts are gathered and preprocessed. This
is discussed in section 3.1. Next, the sentences are
tagged, either with syntactic or semantic tags depend-
ing on which approach is chosen. The first approach
is rule-based, and results in syntactic tags. The rule-
based approach is discussed in section 3.2. The sec-
ond approach is based on a a machine learning method:
since a Dutch language model on semantic role label-
ing does not exist, we fine-tuned a transformer model
for a token classification task similar to semantic role
labelling. This approach outputs semantic tags, and is
discussed in 3.3. The data and the code are publicly
available2.

3.1. Data
The law texts are collected from the governmental web-
site where all Dutch legislation is published, wetten.

2https://gitlab.com/calculemus-flint/flintfillers

wetten.nl
wetten.nl
wetten.nl
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Act collect personal data
Action collect
Actor processor
Object personal data
Recipient data subject
Precondition personal data are processed lawfully, fairly and in a transparent manner

in relation to the data subject
Creating postcondition controller shall be able to demonstrate compliance

with Art. 5(1) GDPR
Terminating postcondition -
Source Art. 5 (1) GDPR

Table 1: Simplified example of a manually created act frame from the GDPR

nl. For both of our approaches, some structural el-
ements regarding the format of the text are removed,
and the text is split up in sentences. No further prepro-
cessing is needed for the rule-based approach, but the
transformer-based method does need more preprocess-
ing. Specifically, annotations are needed to fine-tune
the transformer model for the semantic role labeling
task.
To create an annotated dataset to fine-tune the model
on a semantic role labelling task, five Dutch law
texts are selected: the General Administrative Law
Act (‘Algemene wet bestuursrecht’), the Constitu-
tion (‘Grondwet’), the Procurement Act (‘Aanbeste-
dingswet’), Accountability Act (‘Comptabiliteitswet’)
and the Aliens Act (‘Vreemdelingenwet’). The anno-
tation task consisted of selecting those sentences that
contain an act and then annotating the components of
the act: the action, actor, object and recipient. The an-
notators received a detailed instruction on how to an-
notate the components of the act to guarantee unifor-
mity in the annotated data. Explanations about the roles
were also included in the instructions. The details of
the instructions are shown in Table 2.
In total 1854 unique sentences were selected for an-
notation, of which 497 sentences contained an action.
Only the sentences containing an action were used in
the training of our transformer-based approach (posi-
tive sentences). The annotations on the first 315 sen-
tences of the Aliens Act, of which 88 contain an action
(of which 82 contain an object, 21 a recipient and 50
an actor), were kept separate as a control dataset while
the other data is used for the fine-tuning process. Of
the remaining 409 positive sentences, 324 contained an
actor, 337 an object, and 85 a recipient. Fleiss’ kappa
was run on all annotations of sentences containing an
action to determine if there was agreement between
the annotators’ judgements on the token classification
task. The first three authors all contributed as annota-
tors. Additionally, three interns were asked to annotate
sentences on a voluntary basis, though they received
an indirect reward in the form of an internship com-
pensation. Annotators were given sentences at random,
while ensuring that all sentences were given to two dif-
ferent annotators. Each annotator could select from one

of five categories for each token of the sentence to be
annotated: ”action”, ”actor”, ”object”, ”recipient” and
”other” (this category was reserved for all tokens that
did not receive one of the first four categorizations).
Fleiss’ kappa showed there was substantial agreement
between the annotators’ judgements, κ = .785.

3.2. Rule-Based Method
For the rule-based method, we focus on syntactic anal-
ysis of the text. A downside of using Dutch text, and
especially law text, is that only a few NLP tools have
been designed for the purpose of processing this lan-
guage because of the relatively small language com-
munity. Moreover, the performance of those tools is
lower compared to those designed for processing En-
glish texts. We use a part-of-speech tagger, which out-
puts the grammatical role per word, and a chunk tag-
ger using a light-weight dependency parsing method.
With the combination of these two tools, we have an
overview of the grammatical roles per sentence as well
as the relations between words. For both tools, the im-
plementation of Pattern3 is used, because this tool can
recognise law-related verbs such as inwilligen (grant).
After the sentences are syntactically tagged, the follow-
ing rules are applied to create Flint frames from these
tags. Note that recipients / interested-party are not in-
cluded in these rules since they are often not explicitly
present, but may be inferred from other sentences 4.

• An action is taken from a list created by a domain
expert of action verbs. If the infinitive version of
the verb is present in the list (extracted using Pat-
tern), the word is labelled as an action.

• an object is the first NP in the sentence in case of
a passive sentence

• an actor is a word related to a Proper Noun (PRP
or NNPS(S))

3https://pypi.org/project/Pattern
4In situations where this is not possible, the source con-

tains implicit knowledge, because a legal act that binds no
one is void. By including this implicit knowledge in an act
frame this knowledge is made explicit.

wetten.nl
wetten.nl
wetten.nl
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Annotation Instruction Example (Dutch) Example translation
copy literal parts of the sentences
include determiners het bestuursorgaan the administrative authority
include adverbs that are considered
essential (often in an action)

elektronisch verzenden send electronic

combine clusters of verbs (includ-
ing auxiliary verbs)

Het bestuursorgaan kan van een
gemachtigde een schriftelijke
machtiging verlangen

The administrative authority can
require a written authorisation
from an authorised representative

include negations in the action Het bestuursorgaan gebruikt de
bevoegdheid tot het nemen van een
besluit niet voor een ander doel dan
waarvoor die bevoegdheid is ver-
leend

The administrative authority does
not use the authority to make a
decision for another purpose other
than which that authority has been
granted

include all parts of separated verbs Het bestuursorgaan zendt
geschriften die niet voor hem
bestemd zijn en die ook niet
worden doorgezonden, zo spoedig
mogelijk terug aan de afzender

The administrative authority re-
turns (sends back) writings that are
not intended for it and they (writ-
ings) are not forwarded, as soon as
possible to the sender

do not include modifiers Het bestuursorgaan zendt
geschriften tot behandeling
waarvan kennelijk een ander
bestuursorgaan bevoegd is, onver-
wijld door naar dat orgaan, onder
gelijktijdige mededeling daarvan
aan de afzender

The administrative authority sends
writings under consideration of
which another government body
apparently is responsible for, with-
out delay to that government body,
while at the same time a notifica-
tion of this to the sender

do not include preconditions Bestuursorganen en onder hun ve-
rantwoordelijkheid werkzame per-
sonen gebruiken de Nederlandse
taal, tenzij bij wettelijk voorschrift
anders is bepaald.

Government bodies and under their
responsibility working people use
the Dutch language, unless by law
otherwise specified

actions within preconditions are
not considered actions

Een bestuursorgaan kan een
elektronisch verzonden bericht
weigeren voor zover de betrouw-
baarheid of vertrouwelijkheid
van dit bericht onvoldoende is
gewaarborgd, gelet op de aard en
de inhoud van het bericht en het
doel waarvoor het wordt gebruikt.

The administrative authority can
refuse an electronically send mes-
sage when (/in the extent) the relia-
bility or confidentiality of this mes-
sage is insufficiently guaranteed,
regarding the nature and content of
the message and the goal for which
it is used.

Table 2: Annotation Instructions and Examples

3.3. Transformer-Based Method
For the transformer-based method, we use BERTje, a
Dutch transformer model by de Vries et al. (2019).
We fine-tune the last layer with our annotated dataset
described in 3.1. The dataset includes all annotated
data except the annotations on the first 315 sentences
of the Aliens Act (our control dataset). The dataset
is split randomly in 365 train sentences, 20 validation
sentences and 21 test sentences. We did an ablation
study on the sets of parameters based on the ones rec-
ommended in (Devlin et al., 2019) and (McCormick
and Ryan, 2019). The highest accuracy (0.84)5 was
achieved with a learning rate of 5e-5 over 4 epochs,
with a batch size of 8 and a weight decay of 0.01. The

5validation loss: 0.45, training loss 0.47, precision 0.39,
recall 0.44, F1 0.41

resulting model labels the test sets with action, actor,
object, and recipient, which can then directly be used
in their matching slots to build a Flint frame.

3.4. Evaluation
The performance of the transformer-based method is
calculated in the training process described above. The
performance of the rule-based method is calculated
based on the full annotated dataset, using the mean ac-
ccuracy score (number of correctly classified words in
a sentence divided by all words, averaged over all sen-
tences). A confusion matrix of the roles is also used to
get insight in the mistakes made. To evaluate and com-
pare both methods, the same metrics are used on two
datasets: the test set of the annotated dataset and con-
trol dataset (the annotations on the Aliens Act). The
next section will elaborate on the results of both meth-
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Dataset Rule Transformer
Annotated dataset 0.42 -

Test set 0.52 0.81
Aliens Act (positives) 0.42 0.80

Aliens Act (all) 0.74 0.69

Table 3: Mean accuracy score for the different datasets
and methods

ods.

4. Results

Table 3 shows the mean accuracy score for the different
datasets for both the rule-based and the transformer-
based method. The first dataset that is shown in ta-
ble 3, the annotated dataset, contains all annotated data
together. The accuracy for this dataset could only be
calculated for the rule-based method since part of this
data was also used for training in the transformer-based
method. The second dataset, the test set, is one-third of
the complete annotated dataset with which the model
is fine-tuned (the other two sets being the training and
the validation sets). The Aliens Act set was kept apart
as a control dataset. The Aliens Act (positives) set con-
tains only the sentences with an action in it, whereas the
Aliens Act (all) dataset contains also sentences with-
out an action (negatives). The results show that on
both the test set and the Aliens Act the transformer-
based method is almost twice as good as the rule-based
method. If we do not only calculate performance on
all positively annotated sentences, but all 315 anno-
tated sentences from the Aliens Act (including sen-
tences not containing acts), the performance of the rule-
based method is higher compared to the transformer-
based method.
Figure 2 shows the confusion matrix of the rule-based
method on the test set. These results show that many
semantic roles are missed, the predicted ‘O’ category
has very high values for all true labels. None of the
recipients are recognised, all values are 0.0 in that col-
umn, and the verbs that are recognised are classified
relatively well (0.12 on the V-V block).
Figure 3 shows the confusion matrix of the
transformer-based method on the test set. In the
diagonal the correct annotations are shown. Verbs are
classified correctly most of time (V-V block, 0.94), the
recipient (‘REC’) is most often misclassified as other
(‘O’). The other roles have a correct classification
between 0.70 and 0.84.
Figure 4 and 5 show the confusion matrices for the sec-
ond dataset, the Aliens Act. These matrices show sim-
ilar trends as with the test set. The confusion matrices
of the Aliens Act with all sentences also show a sim-
ilar trend, but the Other class (‘O’) is bigger and the
performance of especially that class is higher for the
rule-based method.

Figure 2: Mean Confusion Matrix (normalised) of the
rule-based method on the test dataset

Figure 3: Mean Confusion Matrix (normalised) of the
transformer-based method on the test dataset

5. Discussion
The results show that both on the test set and the
Aliens Act the transformer-based method performed
much better than the rule-based method. There are sev-
eral explanations for the poor performance of the rule-
based method, but the main one lies in the rules for
recognising the different roles. First of all, for the rule-
based method we did not design a rule to classify the
recipient, hence recipients were not recognised. Sec-
ond, the labelling of verbs is done according to a list
of action verbs. If this list is not exhaustive, verbs
will be missed. Since verbs were mislabeled with ’O’
many times, this indicates that the list with action verbs
should either be extended, or another rule should be
added. Third, actors are rarely classified correctly in
the rule-based method, and relatively often misclassi-
fied as the object. This indicates that the rule for recog-
nising the actor is probably too narrow, and the rule for
recognising the object too broad. This also shows in
the results of classifying the object; all roles are, after
the ’O’ label, most often (mis)classified as the object.
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Figure 4: Mean Confusion Matrix (normalised) of the
rule-based method on the Aliens Act

Figure 5: Mean Confusion Matrix (normalised) of the
transformer-based method on the Aliens Act

Finally, we have to conclude that the performance of
this method stands or falls with the quality of its rules.
In the previous chapter, we compared this method with
the transformer-based method and concluded that the
last one performed better. However, the comparison is
not completely fair since the performance of the rule-
based method could be improved by elaborating its
rules, thereby reducing the performance gap. de Maat
et al. (2009) designed a more detailed rule-based ap-
proach which could be used to extend our approach in
the future.
The transformer-based method showed a better overall
performance with one exception: the mean accuracy
score calculated on all (including sentences without ac-
tions) annotated sentences of the Aliens Act. This can
be explained by how the transformer method is trained.
The last layer of the model is fine-tuned on only posi-
tive sentences and therefore outputs at least a verb for
most sentences. This entails that the transformer-based
method will label verbs in sentences that do not con-
tain acts at all (negative sentences). With respect to the

transformer-based method it is interesting to note that
it does not perform as good on classifying recipients as
it does for the other labels. This might be explained
by looking at our annotated training dataset. Most sen-
tences contain a verb, actor, and object, but for many
sentences there is no recipient. Since our annotated
dataset is already very small, there are probably not
enough recipient examples for our model to be trained
properly. Finally, it might be interesting to compare the
performance of our fine-tuned model to another model.
For Dutch this is currently not possible since a model
on semantic role labeling does not exist.
The results show that the transformer-based method is
a promising approach of automatically extracting (the
roles for) the Flint frames. The points stated above in-
dicate that the method can be further improved by 1)
annotating more, and more diverse, sentences for fine-
tuning our model, 2) improving and elaborating on the
rules of the rule-based method. The option of combin-
ing both methods is also worth exploring in the future.

6. Conclusion and Future Work

In this paper, we describe a first version of a method
for interpreting legal texts by automatically translat-
ing legislation from semi-free texts into structured
Flint frames. These frames are human- and machine-
readable and offer a formal model enabling the unam-
biguous interpretation of such text by describing the
norms in such texts as acts, facts and duties. In our
method we preprocessed Dutch law documents to a
structured format on sentence level. Then we labeled
roles in these sentences based on two different ap-
proaches, a rule-based method and a transformer-based
method. The results showed that, on both the test set
generated from multiple laws and the separately anno-
tated Aliens Act, the transformer-based method outper-
forms the rule-based method. The rule-based method
lacked precision in its rules and therefore often misclas-
sified the labels. The transformer-based method has a
higher performance, and could even be improved fur-
ther by fine-tuning the last layer on more annotated
data. The results of the transformer-based approach
show that this is a promising first step towards fully
automatic extraction of act frames.
For future work it would be interesting to expand this
method towards the extraction of other elements of the
act frame, such as preconditions. The performance
of the current transformer-based method could also be
improved by training the model with more annotated
data. Furthermore, it would be valuable to evaluate this
method on English law texts, since there is a large va-
riety of language models already available in English.
In this study we looked at the different roles of an act
frame, but we did not combine them automatically in
an actual frame. Combining the rule-based approach
and the transformer-based approach might be the key
for fully automatic extraction of Flint frames.
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Act <<collect personal data>>
Action [collect]
Actor [processor]
Object [personal data]
Recipient [data subject]
Precondition <personal data are processed lawfully, fairly and in a transparent manner in

relation to the data subject>
AND
<personal data are collected for specified, explicit and legitimate purposes>
AND
NOT <personal data are further processed in a manner that is incompatible with
the purposes for which they were collected>
AND
<personal data are adequate, relevant and limited to what is necessary in
relation to the purposes for which they are processed>
AND
<personal data are accurate and kept up to date>
AND
<personal data are kept in a form which permits identification of data subjects
for no longer than is necessary for the purposes for which the personal data are
processed>
AND
<personal data are processed in a manner that ensures appropriate security of the
personal data>

Creating postcondition <controller shall be able to demonstrate compliance with Art. 5(1) GDPR>
Terminating postcondition -
Source Art. 5 (1) GDPR

Table 4: Example of a manually created act frame from the GDPR, where <<>> is used to denote an act, <> to
denote a duty and [] to denote a fact.
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